The Detroit Frankfurt School Discussion Group

By Douglas Trevor


Brand New. Colin, a newly divorced lecturer of critical theory, wants to spice up his life. He attempts to learn Russian, gives online dating a go, and even entertains the idea of becoming an alcoholic - but nothing sticks. So when two young women he's never met before ask him to party, he ignores the red flags and climbs into their car. Almost as quickly as they pull away from the curb, Colin learns they're not headed to a party: they're headed to an abandoned building in Detroit to discuss the Frankfurt School of Critical Theory. And Colin is slated to be the guest speaker, whether he likes it or not.

Reviews

This type of publication is everything and got me to seeking in advance plus more. I was able to comprehend every thing out of this created ebook. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a created ebook.

-- Sonya Koss

This book may be worth buying. I have read and I am confident that I am going to planning to go through once more once again in the future. Its been written in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply soon after I finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the way I believe.

-- Faye Shanahan
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